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About This Game

——It is the freedom, that one’s been longing for a lifetime. ——It is the simple of mind, that one’s never released from its
shackle.——It is the emaki, that we all paint our own color on.

◆STORY◆
It was the fall of 2005, weather here in the River City was warm and lovely.

His childhood is like a pair of handcuffs, shackled the boy like he was soaked in dark grey paint.Entering the classroom called
「Fine Art」,

he saw 2 girls who auras out entirely different colors, embraced him at the same time.He almost say the auras encountered,
twined, parted, and twined again……The young man was fascinated, before he could even reach his inner self. 「……How

about we paint something together……」「……all three of us, from now on……」

◆CHARACTORS◆
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◆Violet◆  
CV：朱雀橙

Birthday:Oct.7th Height:162cm    Weight:51kg
B：96(D) W：60 H：87

One of the main characters, 17 and in her junior year.
Like the young man, she was also a transfer student, and happened to sit by his side. With eyes deep like amethysts, dark silk-

like hair a face of perfect beauty but cold as ice, and mesmerizing bosom, she drew attention wherever she went.
An ‘Ice Queen’ like her, responded nothing after the young man greeted her. And because of this, she wasn’t the most popular

one among her classmates.
But in the professor’s point of view, Violet was an absolute wizard of brushes. She worked her magic on a canvas like no one
ever seen before. But her art was quite distinguished from her personality and seemed missing something crucial. What would

that be? What would that be?

◆Daisy◆
CV：小N  Birthday: Aug.10th Height:157cm  Weight:44kg

B：82(A) W：58 H：85
One of the main characters, 17 and in her junior year.

She always light up the room with her bright smile. But not always speaks her mind. She had lived in the same block with the
young man, and had known him for 10 years. She always tried to protect him. And though she was the younger one, she insisted

on acting more mature. And when he was locked up by his parents, he could always count on her.
But for some reasons, she is on 「NOT TALKING」 term with him.

◆SYSTEM◆
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●Your decisions will guide the game to come!
The game carried the original, unprecedented system which basically uploads your every choice to our cloud sever, and shows
the result to all after data was gathered and calculated on our page. So the ending isn’t final yet, and the rest is for you to write.

 ◆STAGE◆
 

   

●Wuhan - the River City
A beautiful city in central China, also known as ‘The River City’. Everyday here is a new and promising day.
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●Wuhan No.12 High School
Found in 1954, a prominent high school, and has a group of students studies Fine Art every grade.

Trading cards: According to new policy of Steam, trading cards will be available when the quantity of copies of game sold
reachs a certain amount.
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I wasn't able to enjoy this game and didn't finish it because the English translation is so awful.. First off, I'd like to mention I did
in fact finish this VN all the way through, playing each route and seeing all there is to offer. The best way I can describe
Tricolour Lovestory is this: it's a VN that has some things going for it, but ultimately is just a predictable story with an awful
translation.

Yes, I understand that it's a Chinese VN but the fact that it was released like this is unacceptable in my opinion. I could
understand if there was a mistake here and there, but there are spelling errors and grammar mistakes throughout the entire game
and because of it, not only does it make the story confusing at times, but it can really bog down the pacing and enjoyment. The
developers desperately needed a proper translator. I've read several reviews where people offered to help them fix it and from
what they've said, they didn't want anyone to do so. I guess they're content with having this awful translation in their game.

Other than that, the story is really predictable and all of the characters (including side characters) are kind of forgettable and
lackluster. The only character I even remotely cared about was Violet but even she couldn't save this VN. Daisy was alright, but
I found her route to be weaker compared to Violet's.

The only redeeming qualities for me were two things: the OST and the artwork. That's it. But those things don't make a good
VN; the story needs to come first. I really wanted to like this VN but couldn't. It had an interesting story but the way it was
written was just not executed well in my opinion.

Sure, you might get a lot for only $2, but it isn't always about the money, but the enjoyment you get from that experience. I can
safely say that after playing for over 43 hours, this VN is not worth playing. It may not be the worst VN I've ever played, but it
definitely isn't the best one either.. Don't buy it if your looking to play it....exactly... pointless game
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Through Abandoned: The Underground City Centifeed Centifeed 1.02 - New Features:
Greetings Centifeeders! I am happy to announce I have implemented new features into Centifeed, as well as, several bug fixes.
The primary new feature is the inclusion of a new game mode, time trial. It is a special stage that increases in difficulty with
time played.

New Features
- New time trial mode is now available and is accessed from the stage select screen
- New boost which increases player speed for a short duration and has a 5 second recharge and is activated with the left mouse
button or A button on the gamepad

Bug Fixes
- Fixed gamepad controls for several menus
- Made "leaf" tail into a unique animation
- Fixed bug when unlocking new levels
- Fixed bug that caused orbs to duplicate

Next
I will be releasing the mobile version of Centifeed very soon...

Thank you for your support and please let me know what additional features you would like to see.

Will. Centifeed 1.01 - Balancing and Bug Fixes:
Greetings centifeeders! I hope you all enjoyed the holidays. This past month I have been focused on fixing some issues with the
original release of the game by balancing certain aspects and fixing bugs.

Balancing
- Increased the cost of the stages
- Increased the cost of centifeeder parts
- Increased the spawn rate of bosses (bugs with health bars)
- Adjusted the spawn rate of all stages
- Adjusted stats of several centifeeder parts

Bug Fixes
- Fixed zombie effect in the "Metal" stage.
- Fixed issues with game images
- Minor optimizations

Next
I have plans for an additional game mode that can be unlocked using in game resources. This will be included in the next update
for FREE as a thank you to those who have supported me and this game.

Also keep an eye out on the iOS and Android app stores as I am nearly complete with the mobile port of Centifeed.

Thank you and keep crawlin'!

Will
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